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In particular, laser ablation has been proved to be a powerful method to replace a typical conventional technique such as chemical vapor deposition (CVD) in the formation of metal or semiconductor nitride films. 4 When they were grown via CVD, nitride films usually showed severe nitrogen deficiency; in laser-produced plasma plume (plume, in short), nitrogen is rather easily activated, which is certainly beneficial for producing defect-free functional nitride films such as GaN, Si x N y , and TiN. Therefore, PLD has often been carried out in nitrogen atmosphere to promote reactive laser ablation to generate nitrides, which can work as precursors of nitride films. 5 In this regard, identification of chemical species in the plume is essential to establish an optimum condition to grow high-quality thin films. But detailed mass-spectral analysis of the products in the plume produced for PLD is quite rare because the typical pressure in PLD is in the range of 0.1 to 1 Torr, at which mass spectrometers are not applicable.
In case of the Ti + N 2 reaction, the only result on polyatomic products comes from the study of Kushto et al., 6 who employed the matrix isolation method for the identification of TiN 2 by analyzing the infrared absorption spectra. Here, we present experimental results on the analysis of the chemical species in the plume produced by laser ablation of a Ti target in nitrogen jet by mass spectrometry. To our knowledge, this is the first direct observation of TiN 2 + . Previously, Castleman, Jr. and coworkers reported large (TiN) n + clusters generated in a laser induced plasma reactor source by time-of-flight mass spectrometry. 7 The experimental setup is depicted in Figure 1 . Briefly, the experimental apparatus consists of two differentially pumped chambers: a reaction chamber and an analysis chamber. In the reaction chamber, a Ti target (20 mm in diameter, 6 mm thick) was mounted on a target holder and the target was rotated during the experiment to reduce target aging effect. A pulsed Nd:YAG (Continuum Surelite I, 1064 nm) laser operating at 10 Hz was focused onto the target surface using a lens with focal length of 25 cm to generate a plume. The laser fluence was 0.25 J/cm 2 and the spot size of the focused laser beam was 1.1 mm 2 . Synchronized with the laser pulse, a pulsed nitrogen jet with duration of 190 s was blown to the target to produce metal nitride ions in the plume via reactive laser ablation. With pulsed valve on, the pressures in the source and analysis chamber were maintained at 4.0 × 10 4 and 2.0 × 10 6 Torr, respectively. In the analysis chamber, a quadrupole mass spectrometer was installed to detect ionic species produced by laser ablation. The kinetic energy distributions of Ti + and TiN + ions generated by laser irradiation of the Ti target in N 2 jet were obtained via time-of-flight quadrupole mass spectrometry as shown in Figure 2 . Splitting of the kinetic energy distribution was clear for Ti + ions, while low energy ions formed a single peak distribution for TiN + ions. 8 The higher energy peak of Ti + ions at 103 eV stems from ions produced at an early stage of plume formation. Ionic species so produced are accelerated by a transient and local electric field in the plume which is formed by fast electrons at the front edge of the plume. 8 On the other hand, Ti + ions formed by ionization of slow Ti atoms by electron impact at later times in the plume contribute to the lower energy peak at 47 eV.
The kinetic energy of TiN + ions were peaked at 20.4 eV, which is quite small compared to that of Ti + ions. This implies that the Ti atoms with lower kinetic energies have larger reaction cross-section in the formation of TiN molecules, which are subsequently ionized in the plume. Laser-ablated Ti atoms are known to be highly reactive with nitrogen nolecules. 6 In other words, Ti atoms can activate nitrogen molecules chemically. In case of neutral TiN 2 , a cyclic structure was also suggested with NTiN = 47.7° and the bond lengths of N-N and Ti-N were 1.414 Å and 1.748 Å, respectively, which was confirmed by the infrared absorption spectra. 6 In conclusion, we observed TiN 2 + produced by laser ablation of Ti target in nitrogen jet directly by employing quadrupole mass spectrometry and suggested its optimum structure. The kinetic energy distribution of Ti + ions was peaked at 103 eV while that of TiN + ions was at 20.4 eV in our experimental condition. 
